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America’s first images of China in the early 20th century were as the ‘sick man of Asia’[1]. In 1948, the
UN Relief Organization stated, “China presents perhaps the greatest and most intractable public health
problem of any nation in the world.” Two decades later, the dominant image of Mao’s China was one of
healthy, red-cheeked babies born to a nation that seemingly provided health care for all[2]. The real story
is more complex than either of these images, but in a country as vast and varied as China, many realities
are true. The recent spread of HIV/AIDS and now the SARS epidemic have placed enormous stress on the
Chinese health care system, as would be the case for any health care system. To effectively assist the
Chinese response to SARS, we must understand the forces that have shaped this system. This requires a
small excursion in history, past and recent, to revisit remarkable achievements and the factors that have
determined the current system’s strengths and weaknesses.
What will the history tell us? 1) Public health, which includes disease surveillance, health education,
environmental sanitation, nutrition and food hygiene, and maternal and child health, is not a moneymaking operation. The trends in China’s recent history demonstrate that public health agendas require
strong government support and resources; it is easier to accomplish them when market forces are held at
bay—or at least not in direct competition. 2) China’s current curative health care system, of hospitals and
clinics, has been shaped by economic incentives in the post-Mao era that have encouraged the
development of hospital-based high technology medical care. In concert with the move away from
collective welfare and central administration, inequalities in access to services have increased. But the
infrastructure remains and can be supported and strengthened by forces within and outside of China. 3)
Infectious diseases often strike hardest at the most vulnerable groups, those with least access to
governmental safety nets. This was true for HIV in China—and in all nations—and the fear with SARS is
that weaknesses in the rural health system, particularly in remote areas, will make containing the disease
much more difficult. Newspaper reports about poor quality hospitals or farmers who cannot pay for
needed medical care tell an important side of the story, but focus attention away from other critical
components. 4) If we are to effectively assist China’s response to SARS, we must understand the
sensitivity for any government of double threats to public health and the economy, and reject the
accusatory rhetoric that has characterized much of the editorializing of recent reports. Instead, we must
recognize and build on the work of responsible, dedicated professionals in China and the US, people who
are best positioned to develop strategies to contain SARS and prevent the emergence of other deadly
pathogens.
Public health was probably Mao’s biggest triumph. Under his leadership (1949-1976), China experienced
the most successful large-scale health transition in human history -- a near doubling of life expectancy
(from 35 to 68), the eradication of many endemic and epidemic infectious diseases, including illicit drug

use, prostitution and sexually transmitted diseases[3], that resulted in a gradual shift in the leading causes
of death from infectious disease to chronic conditions[4]. This was not accomplished through great gains
in per capita income, but rather by creating a closed socialist political economy that exercised control
over industry, agriculture, and migration; redistributed income and wealth; and had the ability to set
national and local priorities in health care. By focusing on broad distribution of resources and reliance on
low-tech public health measures and “patriotic public health campaigns” that mobilized the population
against environmental and behavioral risk factors, achievements were made in sanitation, maternal and
child health, infectious disease surveillance, and vaccination; and China’s three-tiered primary health care
system became the WHO model for developing countries.[5] Most citizens had medical insurance through
rural cooperative programs or urban workplace programs, although the level of coverage, quality of
services, and overall health status indicators were never equivalent between rural and urban locations[6].
After Mao’s death, the market-oriented economic reforms of the 1980s and 90s transformed the nation
once again. Incomes and productivity rose dramatically as agriculture and then industry were decollectivized, and there was a general loosening of administrative authority over lower level units. Living
conditions, diet, and health and nutrition outcomes all improved steadily[7]. This was in contrast to the
Soviet Union where life expectancy actually declined, from 70 in 1986 to 64 in 1994, and has continued
to decline thereafter. Major investments were made in urban medical services, long stagnant under Mao,
as China turned to the West to help modernize its hospitals, technology, pharmaceuticals, and medical
research and training; and these changes had a positive impact on health status as well[8]. In part, these
were responses to the increase in chronic diseases, for which modern medicine had developed expensive,
intensive interventions—conditions like heart disease, stroke, and cancer—which were all increasingly
prevalent. In part, however, as World Bank and Chinese public health researchers have clearly
documented[9], the economic reforms created irrational incentives for hospitals to emphasize new
technology and drugs because, as the government funded a smaller and smaller proportion of hospital
budgets, profits on their use provided much needed revenue. In some cases, these reforms forced
inefficient and poor quality hospitals to offer better services; in others, especially for the lowest level
township hospitals in poorer rural areas, they have produced failing hospitals with little to replace them.
Public heath programs that did not generate profits suffered under the transition to a market-oriented
system as well, with implications for health outcomes. For example, during the mid-1980s, funding for
childhood immunizations in rural areas declined, which produced an increase in childhood infectious
diseases. The government response, with assistance from the UNICEF, reversed this trend. My own
research in a Shandong county public health department in 1990[10], and surveys of rural health services
in eight provinces during the 1990s[11], document that collective benefits and funding for public health
varied with the wealth of the region, but the hierarchy of medical and public health supervision continued
to extend to clinics in villages and county towns. The top-down mobilization style of health education and
prevention work was still effective against outbreaks of infectious diseases for which standard protocols
existed (such as epidemic hemorrhagic fever, or Hanta virus); however, it was less capable of responding
to new and more complex challenges such as risk factors for chronic conditions like hypertension which
were not routinely screened. As many have observed, increased financial and administrative
independence of local health institutions also undercut the ability of the central government to mobilize
public health activities. This was demonstrated by the national-provincial conflict over response to the
HIV epidemic, especially in areas with HIV-infected commercial plasma donors. This decentralization of
authority and shift in concentration of resources from rural to urban areas, and from public health to
curative medicine, has direct consequences for China’s response to the SARS epidemic.
Two economic trends thus characterize China during the reform period: 1) increase in aggregate income
levels, and 2) increase in disparities in income distribution (income inequality in China now equals that of
the US[12]). In any economic system, both trends are related—and in complex and sometimes

contradictory ways—to health outcomes[13]. On the one hand, increased income and wealth produce
improved health outcomes. China’s impressive gains in per capita income in the post-Mao era, and
especially in the last decade, are correlated with improvements in many health status indicators: during
the 1990s, overall mortality rates declined in both urban and rural areas[14]; between 1991 and 2000,
infant morality dropped significantly, from 17.3 to 11.8 per 1000 live births per year in urban areas, and
from 58.0 to 37.7 in rural areas; and maternal mortality rates declined as well, in rural areas between 1991
and 2000 from 100.0 to 69.6 per 100,000 women per year, and in urban areas, from 46.3 to 29.3.
On the other hand, inequality in income distribution is linked to unequal access to care and consequently
to disparities in health status. Urban-rural health disparities are evident in the mortality figures cited
above, although the gap is declining for infant mortality[15]. Such highly aggregated health status
measures often mask significant differences between geographic and sub-population income groups,[16]
however, and this is certainly true for China’s border and minority regions where mortality rates are much
higher. In addition to income and geographic location, the strongest predictor of access to health care is
having medical insurance. In urban areas the percent with employment-based coverage declined between
1993 and 1998, from 68.4% to 53.3%; but the rural insurance programs that depended on the collective
economy for funding collapsed almost entirely in the 1980s, and by 1998, only 8.8% of the rural
population had coverage.[17] Initially, because medical care charges had been kept below cost through
price controls, loss of insurance did not create widespread hardships. However, as medical services
improved and charges rose steeply during the 1990s, paying for medical care became increasingly
burdensome to the poorest citizens[18]. Data from surveys during the 1990s document a decline in rural,
compared to urban, inpatient admissions[19], and anecdotal reports suggest that many do not seek care
due to the financial burden. During the 1990s, one of the most researched topics in health care in China
was reform of health insurance, and pilot insurance programs were initiated in a number of urban and
rural areas.[20]
In a developing country with 1.3 billion people, it is not surprising that remote rural areas in China lack
resources to respond to HIV or SARS. Yet, one positive development appeared in 2002, prior to the
SARS outbreak, to address these well-recognized inequalities. A program to rebuild rural health
infrastructure, based on multi-ministerial coordination, was initiated. It includes: 1) reconstituting rural
cooperative insurance to cover 900 million farmers through a joint funding mechanism, with direct
investment from central, provincial and local governments and from the farmers themselves; and 2) reestablishing rural township public health hospitals to implement and oversee public health activities at the
township and village levels that had become “unfunded mandates” during the reform era. If implemented,
these initiatives will have a positive impact on public health and disease prevention in the long term[21],
and the current dual challenges of HIV/AIDS and SARS add impetus to seeing that these programs are
actually carried out. In the meantime, the government has established a special fund for those without
insurance who seek treatment for symptoms of SARS.
Despite these measures, public health experts believe that China urgently needs international assistance in
such areas as health surveillance, prevention, and control of communicable diseases. This is a role that the
US is well positioned to fill. The CDC and NIH have added personnel and funded projects in China, but,
compared to other nations, the US could be contributing much more.
In assessing the Chinese response to SARS, we are advised to turn to the lessons of AIDS for
guidance[22]. Not surprisingly, the media has tended to highlight China’s weaknesses in dealing with
AIDS, particularly inaction in the face of HIV infection of commercial blood plasma donors during the
1990s in a number of provinces, as reported in the New York Times in late 2001. While I do not minimize
the gravity of this part of the epidemic or the negative consequences of delay, these images distort
appreciation of the strengths of the Chinese response, strengths that must be recognized and reinforced for

the current system to respond effectively to SARS. For example, evidence that the epidemic was
spreading to plasma donors was actually reported in the international and Chinese medical literature as
early as 1995,[23] and in 1996, at the International AIDS meeting in Vancouver[24]. By the time of the
first international AIDS conference in Beijing, in 2001, detailed epidemiology was being conducted and
reported[25]. During this same time period, the daunting difficulties involved in protecting China’s blood
supply were documented in a number of publications. These included cultural barriers to an all-volunteer
blood donation system, shortage of clinical transfusion specialists, and the high cost of technology
required for accurate testing for transfusion-transmissible diseases such as hepatitis and HIV.[26] Efforts
to improve the safety of the blood supply have been ongoing and increasingly successful; and in 2002, the
Chinese Ministry of Health had publicly outlined a plan to include AIDS comprehensive prevention and
care programs for plasma donors and other risk groups in 100 counties identified as hardest hit by
AIDS.[27] These are extremely important developments, and deserve media attention as well as
international support.
We excoriate the Chinese government for allowing the epidemic to spread through hundreds of poor
villages. But we should ask how well other countries with far greater resources have performed? And we
must also ask whether we apply a double standard to developing countries when it comes to public health
performance[28]. In fact, few governments, rich or poor, have successfully stemmed the spread of AIDS.
In my view, the use of public health challenges as shorthand political critiques is a real danger as we
move forward to combat a global threat. If China applied the same shorthand to characterize the US
health care system—a system that spends more than any other nation on medical care—and its capacity to
respond to crises, what would we be reading? That African Americans are ten times as likely to die from
HIV as whites, a statistic that reflects the disgraceful fact that disparities in morbidity and mortality
between blacks and whites are actually greater now than in 1950? That the CDC responded rapidly to
protect US senators from anthrax, while failing to extend that same response to US postal workers? In the
rush to judgment on SARS we should also remember that the Chinese public health system has proven
that it can respond to potential threats with speed and decisiveness: in December 1997, fearing an
outbreak of a deadly strain of avian flu, the Chinese decided in one day to slaughter 1.2 million chickens
from 160 farms and from more than 1,000 retailers and stalls.[29] How many other governments would
have had the political will to take such action?
If response to SARS is compared to response to AIDS, we must examine all components of the response.
We need to recognize that funding from the US and other donors for biomedical and scientific
collaborations is having an important impact on HIV prevention and treatment. Awarding a $15 million
NIH Comprehensive International Program of Research on AIDS (CIPRA) grant to the China CDC in
summer 2002 did not garner much media attention, but it provided funds for vaccine development,
research on risk factors and behavioral interventions, and treatment trials that are all moving forward.
Other US and international organizations have contributed to research efforts, including the CDC, World
Bank, DFID, UNAIDS, UNICEF, AUSAID, WHO, Ford Foundation, USAID, and the Gates Foundation.
An additional consequence of these collaborations is increased attention to and training for researchers
and communities on the ethics of humans subjects protections in clinical research[30]. Perhaps most
important, clinical research also has the potential to focus attention on unmet treatment needs, as occurred
after the first International AIDS meeting held in Africa, in 2000, when the magnitude of HIV among
Africans became suddenly so salient that the world could no longer ignore the double standard of access
to drugs only in developed countries. While many factors influenced China’s decision to establish AIDS
prevention and treatment services in the 100 highest prevalence counties, it was initiated after a major
Sino-US conference, in November 2002, on AIDS research and training in Beijing.
Statistics on disease and death rates are often used like Rorschach tests to measure the legitimacy of a
government. Infectious diseases, including emerging pathogens like HIV and SARS, are particularly

potent foci for such critiques, in part because they tend to fall hardest on the most vulnerable and least
well served by society. In fact, as Paul Farmer, a Harvard physician and anthropologist who has written
extensively about AIDS in Haiti, argues, “inequality itself constitutes our modern plague.”[31] It is not
clear how large the SARS epidemic in China will be or how long it will last. What is clear is that the
outbreak has alerted China and the world to the relationship between infections and inequalities, and the
peril to all of us if we ignore that relationship.
The spread of these emerging pathogens in China and elsewhere is a direct, if unintended, consequence of
economic reform and integration of China into the global community. These are reforms that the US has
encouraged and in which the business and scientific communities have played key roles. Helping to
enhance the strengths of China’s public heath system instead of focusing on its failures will reinforce
needed reforms that in some cases are already underway. We must credit China’s current efforts to
contain the epidemic in its hospitals, cities and borders, and openness to international collaboration and
information sharing for what they are—contributions to the global efforts to control this deadly disease,
and prevent an epidemic from becoming a pandemic.
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